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** Supplementing the programme speech delivered to the European 

Parliament by Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, a Com~ission Vice-President 

(see IS Nos 7/74 and 8/74), the Commission b:1s published in its 

7th General Report on the activities of the European Co~munities 

the GUIDELINES AND TARGET DATES whi eh it has set it self fer 1 97 4. 

ANNEX 1 gives short extracts from this memoranium, doalinc l"lith 

industrial policy and competitiono 

** The long-term preservation and paste~ization of certain 

foodstuffs; sterilization of pharmaceutical products, cosmetics 

and surgical equipment; control of ir.sects in their natural 

habitat and improved agricultural output are some of the many 

potential applications of FJAI)I.A'Il_QN, the treatment of products 

by ionizing radiation (y-r~s, X-r~ys or electron beams). 

These are processes which have not so fer boen widely applied 

in Europe, but research into their possible uses has been ./. 
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carried out in most Community countries. Within the European 

Commission. the Eurisotop office has been interested in 

developing r~diation applications since 1961, and has assumed 

the task of coordinating at Community level the various 

research programmes undertaken in Member states of the Community. 

Aln~ 2 gives a brief su~ey of the potential applications of 

radiation. 

** We have asked various consumer-protection organisations in 

the Community to supp~ us with periodic analyses of its 

LATES'.r DEVELOPMENTS in each of the nine Cormnunity countries 

IN MATTERS DIRECTLY AFFECTING CON&JIOOS. These texts are of course 

published on the sole responsibility of the authors • 

.AN.NEl{ 3 contains a paper sent to us by the Goods Survey 

Foundation ( st iftung Waretrtest) of the Federal Republic of 

Germa.ey. 

** THE CC!&ltTNITY ENERGY' BALANCE SHEN.l' for the last quarter of 

1973 and the first quarter of 1974 was drawn up last December 

by the dlfpartments of the European Commission, on the basis of 

sets of statistical data supplied by Member states some of 

which were :f'u.ller than others. Although the situation in this 

area is developing rapidly we thought that a few of the general 

trends emerging would be of interest to our readers. These 

will be found in ANNEX 4• 

** The final act of a Convention for the ]'REVEIJTION OF POLWTION 

OF THE SP'.AS arising from land-based sources was signed in 

Paris on 22 February 1974 by the states with North-East Atlantic 

./. 
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and North Sea seaboards as well as States with rivers flowing 

into these seas; and also by the European Commission acting 

on behalf of the Community • Under the terms of this Convention 

the contracting parties undertake to enact the measures required 

to put an end to this type of marine pollution, whioh is 1zy' far 

the most considerable. The Conventimn:.plane 1the 'eetaabishillent of 

an administrative body which will be responsible for drawing up 

specific programmes to implement the agreement • Through this 

body, and by virtue of the authority. d~vo1Vi118 on·it under the 

European Treaties, and the Community programme, with respect 

to environmental matters, (see IRT No. 185), the Community will 

exercise voting rights equivalent to the number of votes held 

by Member States which are parties to the Conventimn. 

** Trends appearing in labour force movements determine CoUinunity 

policy on employment • The European Commission has just begun 

an analysis of temporary and permanent labour force movements 

in the ComnnmUy to get ·.a .. clears~ picnre of the CONTRIJ3tJ'liONS 

MADE BY MIGRANT WORKERS TO THE EXJROPWT ECONOMY, particularly 

the economies of France, the United Kingdom ani GeriilBJV• This 

project will examine which industries showed a demand for 

labour and what skills were required. 

** The increased need to safeguard public health and the environment 

dema..."llis that the provisions to combat AIR POLWTION BY ElCHA.Uffi' 

GASES from motor vehicles be made still more severe. The 

European Commission has just proposed to the Council of Ministers 

of the Community that a directive it adopted on 20 March 1970 

should be changed, so as to further reduce, on short notice, 

the maximum permissible limits for pollutant emissions from 

motor vehicles. In particular the European Commission proposes 

.;. 
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a. 2<¥ reduction for carbon monoxide a.rd 1 ~ reduction in unburnt 

eydrocarbons. Implementation of these changes will mean a. further 

reduction in air pollution b,y JOtor vehicles, and a significant 

contribution towards improving the urban enviroment • 

** According to British Government estimates, the overall impact 

of the United Kingdom accession on RFll'AIL FOOD PRICES has so 

far been under 1%. The lo:ng-tem price eff-ects ue ltkell)r to be 

about 2% per annum over the next fet1 years. 

** The European Commission has just launched several studies on 

PLASI'IC MATERIALSI i.e., 

(a.) a stuttr of the behaviour of plastics subjected to fire 

{b) a stuQy of egeipg factors in plastics 

(c) two studies on the regrcli~ and re-use of plastic waste 

(d) two studies concerning biodegradable plastics. 

** THE AFFORESI'ATION of areas of unprofitable agricultural land and 

waste areas, and the converaion of poor forest.dnto productive 

forest have a positive effect on emplozment (particularlY in 

less-favoured areas), on the supply of raw materials to the 

paper industry, and on maintaining and improving the enviroment • 

For these reasons the Ellropean Commission has just proposed to 

the Council of Ministers of the Community the adoption of a 

directive establishing a system of aid for projects of this 

type • According to the European Commission's proposal, the aid 

granted could be a.s much a.s 60 to 9<Yfo of the cost of projects, 

and would be higher in the case of mo.untain and hill lands and 

less-favoured areas. 
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** In reply to a written question by Mr Seefeld1 'Member of the 

European Parliament, the European Commission has stated that 

a.n;r decisions as to the links forming the framel'Tork of 

HIGH SPEED gJRFACE TRANSPORT and the techniques to be adopted 

ce..n only be taken on the ba.sis of a coordinated design for 

an integrated European network. This would have to be the 

p1~duct of close cooperation between all interested parties, 

at Community level. 

** JAPANESE EXPORTS TO THE EUROPEAN C~TY still amount to 

only Jfo of the Community's total imports. Opportunities for 

develop;ng two-wey trade therefore remain considerable as long 

a.s a reasonable overall balance can be guaranteed. The European 

Commission believes that the best wa.y to achieve this bala.ne&. 

is l:zy' increasing European exports to Japan, rather than 

reducing Japanese imports into the Community. 

** The European Comnission has made slight changes in the directive 

transmitted to the Council of Ministers of the Community with 

regard to the H.A,RMONIZATION OF A!>.~L JOINT S'rOCI .COMPANY 

ACCOONTS. To enable imrestors to oompare financial reports 

from companies within the 6ommunity on an equivalent basis, 

the contents of annual compa.ey reports and accounts Will have to be 

harmonized, as well as the methods used to evaluate reports, 

and the publicity they receive. 
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GUIDELINES AND TARGNI' Dt\.TES FOR 1974 

Supplementing the programme speech delivered to the Eu.ropean Parliament 

b,y Mr Scarascia Mugnozza, a Commission Vice-President (see IS Nos 7/74 
and 8/74), the Commission in its 7th General Report on the activities 

of the European Communities published a memorandum on the guidelines 

and target dates which it has set itself for 1974. 

Below we give extracts from this memorandum dealing with industrial policy 

and competition: 

Industrial policy 

The year 1974 will mark the first stage in the implementation of the 

pro~e of action on industrial and technological policy adopted by 

the Council on 18 December 197 3 in compliance with the guidelines laid 

down by the Heads of State or Government at the Summit meeting on 

21 October 1972 (see IS No. 1/74). The Institutions therefore have a 

precise ·timetable for the performance of an initial series of projects 

in the industrial field for the period from 1 January 1974 to 1 January 

1978. 

The situation as regards the energy and raw materials markets has only 

served to underline the importance of the projects planned for 1974, 
which, moreover, include those relating to the supply of raw materials, 

and in particular of non-ferrous metals~ The Commission has undertaken 

to forward its proposals to the Council during the first half of the 

year and the Council has been requested to take appropriate action as 

quickly as possible, 
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Most of the projects listed in the timetable annexed to the 

programme have already been covered by proposals. This timetable 

lays down precise deadlines for the Council's deliberations on 

the subject during 1974. Particular stress should therefore be 

laid on the principal new initiatives which the Commission intends 

to take during the year. 

Technical b~rriers to trade -..-..-----..-

The programme makes provision for the drawing up of three new 

proposals on foodstuffs during the year (first half-year: 

labelling of foodstuffs; second half-year: oils and fats). 

Attention should also be drawn to the fact that, as stated to the 

Council and Parliament in June 1973, the Commission plans to amend 

in the fairly near future a.~umber of proposals which are no 

longer fully in line with the. current situation, owing in 

p~rticulur to the enlargement of the Community.' 

In 1974 the Commission will put .forward about 30 proposals in the 

industrial field. 

Elimination of leJ(ai barriers to inter:companx cooperation 

Considerable progress could be made in 1974 in that, once the 

Opinions of the European Parliament and the Economic and Social 

Committee on the Statute for a European Company have been received 

- and as soon as the Commission has put forward its amended 

proposal - the Council will be able to conduct a very wide-ranging 

debate on the problems involved, notably those concerning worker 

participation. 
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In the data-processing sector the Commission will continue its 

nctivities by proposing a number of major development projects 

of an international nature covering applications of data 

processing (third quarter). 

~~s in and conversion of certain b~~-~~~ndustr~. 

The Commission is hoping to put forwnrd a proposal on the paper 

and paper-pulp sector during the· first quarter, the Council having 

undertaken to come to a decision within nine months of receipt of 

this proposal. 

In the present economic situation, the Commission's work in the · 

competition field has assumed a new dimension, and the competition 

ru.les contained in the Treaties have proved to be a power·ful 

instrument of economic integration. The Commission will therefore 

step up its drive to eliminate ~J:.rict__i_~~ im.P!..?.Ee;:._~-~.<?tices 

enabling certain undertakings to maintain unwarranted prices, 

often by splitting up the markets. Special attention will be 

given to voluntary restraint agreements concluded with private 

undertakings in non-member countries, the direct or indirect 

effect of which is often to force up the prices of imported goods. 
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With the same general objective, the Commission will est~blish its 

policy on selective distribution systems for·cert~in products. It 

will also systematically implement Article 86 of the Treaty, which 

prohibits the abuse of dominant positions by undertakings. In 

particular, it will continue to apply this Article to relevant 

concentration operations, pending the adoption by the Council of 

the concentration control regulation. 

With r~__gard to~~.&~, the Commission will maintain its 

efforts to encour~ge orderly.structural developoent in the 

industrial, regional and social spheres by ensuring satisfactory 

conditions of competition in the Community and by ensuring that 

the Member States do not compete with each other in the granting 

of aids. 

Having amplified in 1973 the principles of coordin~tion of the 

general aid schemes with regional objectives, defined .in 1971, by 

raarking off, in accordance with Article 154 of the Act of Accession 

the central regions of the new Member States, the Commission will 

work out in 1974 - so as to be in a position to establish its 

policy in the third quarter at the latest - a coordination 

arrangement which will be valid for all the Community regions and 

must, therefore, be more differentiated. In its work, 'the 

Commission will endeavour to give maximum weight to the nature and 

gravity of the problems to be solved and to take into consideration 

the priorities established by the Member States in the application 

of their region~l ~id schemes. 
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IONIZING RADIATION TREA'IME:NT FUR CERTAIN PRODU~ 

The lo~erm p~eservation and pasteurization of certain foodstuffs; 

sterilization of pharmaceutical products, cosmetics and surgical 

equipment; control of insects in their natural habitat; and improved 

agricultural output are some of the maey potential applications of 

radiation, i.e., the treatment of products qy ionizing radiation 

(y-reys, X-reys or electron beams). These are processes which have 

not so far been widely applied in European industr.y but research 

has been undertaken in most countries of the Community on the 

possibilities this new technique offers to industry and to European 

consumers • Within the European Commission, the Eurisotop office has 

been interested in the development of radiation applications since 

1961 and has assumed the task of coordinating at Community level 

the various research projects undertaken by Member states of the 

Community. 

Potential applications 

Treatment of products by ionizing radiation can have different 

effects, depending upon the radiation dosage • 

- Small dose has the effect o£ stimulating the development of a 

product: thus, seeds ma;y be subjected to radiation, resulting 

in much more rapid growth, and so increasing a.gricul turat ·out et, 

or even pllt)ducing mutations (in horticulture and agriculture, 

~ pl~ species have alre~ been produced by this method). 

-A slightly higher dose has the opposite effect& the product's 

development is slowed down, or even arrested, the germination of 

certain products can thus be inhibited. This is a process used 
'' 

particularly ·for preserving garlic, onions a.nd: potatoes·, which 

can then be kept for fairly long periods without germinating. 
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- A higher radiation level kills harmful insects living on the 
. . 

produce. This is a prooess which has alreaQy been employed, 

particularly for disinfesting grain and cut flowers. 

-A still higher dose of radiation pasteurizes the product, that 

is to say, kills the microbes contained in it. So far, radiation 

at this level has mainly been used experimentally, on certain 

products especially dif'fioult to preserve, such as shrimps, eggs, 

chicken, etc. 

- An even higher dosage ~lizes the product treated: at present 

this is applied in sterilizing surgical sutures, cannule, cotton 

wool, scalpels and medical equipment in general~ 

- More complex techniques are applied in industry, notably to 

sterilize the en~es in washing powders, give·plastics 

greater solidity a.nd improve packaging material•, dry varnish, or 

perforate synthetic leathers, and so on. 

Radiation research 

Radiation research falls'into three main categoTieet 

-The technological aspe£i: the aim here is to a.chieve·complete 

control over radiation techniques, at industrial level. 

- Irradiated products and their fitness for human consumption: 

here the purpose i& to ascertain whether the consumption of 
products given rndiation treatment presents any danger to 

public health and hYgiene. An international research project 

is now umer way on this problem and some twenty oountries are 

participating. This is a project sponsored by the !AEA {International 

Atomic Energy Agency) 1 FAO (Food and Agriculture Organization) and 

OECD (Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development). 
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A Committee of the World Health Organization has alrea~ come out 

in favour of radiation treatment to improve potato preservation 

and disinfest grain. The Committee admits however that the 

question of applying these techniques to foodstuffs \'till have 

to be reviewed, once the research results are known. 

- Regulations for the radiation of products: almost every country 

has laws prohibiting the sale for hume.n consumption of foodstuffs 

subjected to radiation, unless stringent health requirements 

have been met • Marketing of these products has nevertheless been 

authorized in several countries, such as Canada, Spain, the 

United states, the USSR, Israel and Denmark. Among Community 

countries, the Netherlands has so far authorized the consumption 

of experimental batches of asparagus, cocoa beans, strawberries, 

shrimps, spices and onions, as well as the unrestricted consumption 

of irradiated potatoes and mushroomsi France, Ita~ end D~nmark 

have authorized the marketing of irradiated potatoes, l'Ihile Italy 

has authorized the sale of garlic and onions treated by ionizing 

radiation• 

Work of the European Commission 

The work of the furopean Commission covers all three aspects of 

these radiation research projects. Specifically, end on the basis 

of work done by a committee of experts, the Eurisotop office ltas 

drawn up two draft directives setting forth the technical and 

health conditions for the radiation end marketing of foodstuffs. 

'l'he aim of these draft directives is to eliminate administrative 

restrictions impeding the free movement of goods, and to replace 

them by common rules regarding the radiation of products. The 

first consists of a general outline of the co~itions gove~ning 

the radiation of foodstuffs. The second is a directive concerning 
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the radio-inhibition of potato germination, and authorizes the 

marketing of potatoes so treated. These draft directives have been 

discussed by a group of government experts who, t0ge·'.'her with +.he 

'Cc::nlnissi~..dlc s de,prxtmer~ts, a.xo preparing t1'1'0 tsxts fer ~m:1~sr~i:m 

to the Council of 11in:! sters of the Community, which should adopt 

them b,y 1 JanuQry 1977• 

At the same time, the Eu.risotop office is coordinating a number of 

CcrrQnl~ity research projects on radiation applications in variGus 

fields: 

fir0proofing textiles by radiation grafting 

radio-inhibition of potato germination 

- radidion pasteurization of shrimps 

radio-coriservat ion of mixed a..'VJ.imal feeds 

- radiation of various foodstuffs 

ra.dio--iisinfestation of cut flowers 

sanitizing sludge in water-purification plants 

Outlook for foo~~iation technology 

••• 

Given the present state of knowledge, and pending the results of 

research into tho fitness of radiated products for human consw~ption 

(to enSUJ."O in particular that they are n0t -oa.rcinog~nic), rai..iatlon 

will pl'O:.)ably be applied first ~:~.nd foreruost to three types of 

foodstuffs: 

-those requirinz a minimal dose only (potatoes, garlic, onionn); 

- t11osc for w:1ich other preservati0n techniques are unsuitable, from 

the health and hygiene aspect' e~g., eggs ru~d shrimps; 

- relatively expensive foodst~ffs, not widely ccns-~ed (e.g., sl~im~s, 

mushrooms), because radiation techniques are too costly. 
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REX}ENT DEVELOPMEN'.IBIN CONSUMER PRarECTION IN TEE FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY' 

We asked various consumer protection organizations in the Community to 

supply us with periodic analyses of the latest developments in each 

of the nine countries of the Community in matters directly affecting 

consumers, These texts are of course published on the sole responsibility 

of the authors, The following paper was sent to us by the Goods Survey 

Foundation ( st iftung Warem est) of the Federal Republ io of Germa.rzy- • 

* * 
* 

1, Last December, Parliament (the Bu.ndesta.g) unanimously voted to 

amend the laws on hire purchase • This means tho.t, as of October 

19741 consumers who have made purchases on ·the deferred PBtYIDent 

system IDaiY cancel contracts to purchase within a .week of oonolud,ing 

them, Particularly importarrt for consumers is the fo.ot that this 

right to cancel applies also to hire purchase agreements made with 

door-t~oor salesmen, or in the course of sales trips organized 

at reduced prices by a.dvertizing firms, for the purpose of selling 

products by the use of intensive publicity methods (demonstrations, 

conferences, eto,). But there is one item of this law which does 

not favour the oonsum:er: a. customer IDey" not cancel his contract 

for a mail order purchase, if he is in a position to return the 

goods, In view of the difficulties involved in this system, few 

customers avail themselves of the right to return goods, It would 

be better therefore if mail order sales were included in the law 

permitting cancellation, Since the Federal Council {Bundesra.t) 

still has to give its approval, a new version of the law ~ · 

possibly be adopted, 
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2. Sir:ce the beginning of the year a regional broadcasting station 

(~dwestfunk) has been putting out a c~nsumer progra.mm_g regularly 

every four weeks on its third television channel. This is a series 

dealing especial~ with everydny problems (for example fraudulent 

packaging, insufficient information, cancelling of contracts, etc.). 

3o Almost two-thirds of all retailers fail to observe price-mcrki~ 

regulations. This results from a regional enquiry conducted by 

the Bavarian Consumers• Association in Munich and surrounding area. 

Inspectors looked at 2,030 sr~p windows in 830 stores and noted 

5,000 infringements ot price-mnrking regulations. Some retailers 

apparently have never heard of the regulations. 

4, At the beginning of 1975 (2Q...25 Ja.nua.:cy 1975) the third International 

Film Festival for Consumers will take place in Berlin. The organizer 

of this show is the Consumers' study Group (Arbeitsgemeinscha.:f't der 

Verbraucher), 53 Bonn-Le:ngsdor:f', Provinzialstr. 89-93, which will 

be registering entries up to 1 October 1974. More detailed information 

is available from the Group. The competition is open to television 

and cinema films, and also, for the first time, to educational 

television and marks an important step forward ,in the attempt 

being made to consult, educate, and gene~a.l~ inform consumers. 

5• On 18 Ja.nua.r,y last the Bundestag gave a. favourable opinion on a 

draft law to protect the public against the ha.rinful effects of air 

pollution and noise, etc. This law meets the requirements of 

environmental protection, as far a.s the observation of health 

standards is concerned, 

6. Parliament (the Bundestag) has adopted cm amendment to legal proceedings 

currently in force. This will make it easier for consumers to act in 

defence of their interests by prohibiting suppliers (of goods or 

services) from specifying in advance the precise locale where court 

proceedings ney be instituted. Up until now tribunals nominated by 

suppliers beforehand, have been so far ~ that m~ consumers 

hesitated to attend in person, and thereby ran the risk of losing 

their case by default. 
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C<100.TNITY ENERGY J3ALANCE SHEEl' (first quarter 1974L fourth quarter 1973) 

A Community energy balance sheet for the last quarter of 1973 and the 

first qu.a.rter of 1974 was drawn up last December by the departments 

of the European Commission on the basis of sets of statistical data 

supplied by Member states, some of which were fuller than others. 

Although the situation in this area is developing rapidly we thought 

that a few of the general trends emerging would be of interest to our 

readers • 

. 
For the last quarter of 1973 a.l".d. the first quarter of 1974 the energy 

balance sheet shows a ~ deterioration as regards energy supplies, for 

consumption within the Community. In the case of oil the drop will 

probably be as much as &~; for coal it will be about 7%, though this 

figure is distorted ey the special conditions obtaining in the United 

Kingdom. On the other hand, the amount of natural gas available should 

increase by ~ or so, and t-he contribution to energy stocks from 

primary electricity and other sources should go up ey 7%. 

For the Community as a whole the supply shortage as compared with 

"normal" demand could increase from 6, during the last quarter of 

1973, to 9%, during the first quarter of 1974• In the oil sector 

the supply shortage, again ~.s compared with "normal" demand, is 

growing more dra.stical~ still going from 7 (in the last quarter) 

to 1% (in the curre:r:rt quarter). 

Inter-Community trade is expected to show e. slight downward trend 

during the first quarter of this year, as compared with the last 

quarter of 1973, though no dramatic change is expected in the figures 

for the Community as a whole. This decline in inter-Conmunity trade 

to a great extent reflects the anticipated cut-backs in oil movements. 
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The inpact of the energy. shorta.ee in oil eepeoiall7; as far as 

consumption in industrial sectors is concerned, appears to have been 

felt most in road haulage 1 the chemical industr.y and the domestic 

sector, 

. It is expected that "emergency" oil stocks in the Community as a 

uhole will fall by about 8 million tons of oil equivalent n.nd that, 

by the end of the first quarter of 1974 the equivalent of seventy

two days' supply will be left, 

Coal stooks should drop by about 9 million tons of oil equivalent t 

a 22% reduction in the· present quarter, this being mainly due to 

the special conditions obtaining in the United Kingdom. Jtr the end 

· of the first quarter of 1974 they should represent the equivalent of 

forty...fi ve da3's t ·supply. 




